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Since being inducted on July 3rd I have been to
Brunswick, Southbank, Melbourne Park and
Collingwood Changeovers all great occasions and all
very distinct from each other in their presentations.

Our Meeting Monday 11/7. What an opening night as President - WOW!
The Three Stooges set the scene with a lively banter to open the
meeting what a great act they were but they should not give up their day
job just yet. Why? Because they might find the stage lights more
attractive and profitable, so they would never come back. We could not
allow that to happen could we? This Club has a lot of talented people
who, in all different ways, help to make our great Club vibrant.
The Guest speakers tonight were Steve Aquilina, Stuart McArthur both
from Southbank and Tung Troung from Melbourne Park speaking on
FaceBook. They provoked a lot of questions from members on how to
get on FaceBook and use it with confidence. It was a great presentation
from all them. I liked what Southbank do by linking up with other parties
in the area for arts etc and promoting both parties at the same time.
Secretary Jo is trying to arrange for those of us who find Facebook a bit
daunting a Saturday morning workshop when10 each time can go
through the whole process so we learn how to use Facebook
confidently, and get the best out of it. 750 Million customers can not be
wrong - including my daughters who live on it.
Finally thank you everyone who came and made it a terrific night for all
of us.
See you next Monday 18th, when you have an opportunity to air your
ideas.
Cheers Rob.
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Change Over Report

by John Benger

Change Over provides an opportunity to present the visible achievements of RRC via
reports, awards and recognitions but the invisible achievement of “Jo’s Year” are the
enthusiasm, fun and morale represented in the club. Achievements made possible because
of Jo’s competence, commitment and her ability to enthuse individuals. And on a practice
side near $50,000 in contributions to many local and international causes.
Selecting the Riversdale Golf Club last year and Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club this year
provides a prestige environment for this important event, and this year to thank Jo and
welcome Rob.
A feature of Jo’s year has been the acknowledgment, and thanks, she has so generously
given others - on the day and through the year.
PHF’s to Sally O’Sullivan, Nicole Nuthall, Annie Wysham, Trevor Pang (Ruby) and John
Benger (second sapphire).
An inaugural President’s Award for outstanding contribution and support recognition to
Homer Bassig - Scenovia, Trevor Pang – Premier Trading Company and John and Faye
Browne – Motto Fashions.
Certificate of Appreciation to John Liddell.
Gifts in recognition of their contribution to RRC and Rotary to Iven and Marilyn Mackay and
Henry and Jane Drury.
President’s New Member Award to Kristen Widdop.
Jo also thanked husband Michael plus her family and friends for their support and
encouragement.
A truly memorable event to thank Jo and hand-over to Rob.
Rob was supported by family and friends and flowers were presented to his daughters
Annabel, Clementine and Lucy. It was nice to hear their comment on how proud they were
of Dad.
Brian List complimented the day with professional management of proceedings even if we
did our best to confuse him by providing him with an obsolete running sheet.
The event was outstanding and a wonderful platform to start Rob’s year.

Birthdays
Elissa Marriott – 24 July
Margaret Looker – 25 July
Isabel Birch – 25 July
Wedding Anniversaries
Michael & Sally O’Sullivan – 22 July
Induction Anniversaries
NIL

Forthcoming Events
Saturday - 13 August 2011
Celebrate Australian Rotary Health’s 30th Birthday at The Celebration Dinner Dance at the
Moonee Valley Racecourse. Join Judy Nettleton and John Nairn at this special function.
www.australianrotaryhealth.org.au

Contact Judy Nettleton
Thursday – 25 August 2011
“Love Never Dies”
www.loveneverdies.com.au

Contact Jenny List

Members Handbook
Now on our website www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
Simply Click:
MEMBERS LOGIN
Then Key In:
USERNAME – Your Home Telephone Number (No Spaces)
PASSWORD – (see Trevor)

On to Conference – Melbourne by Sue Bolton
This will negate the need for a pre-conference or post-conference tour and discussions will need
to take place with members as to the desire for an outing in that week – 9-12 March 2012.
Some members have indicated a desire to stay near the conference centre, and this will have to
be organized at a later date.
I have made no move on the Club Dinner during the conference. I will be very grateful for any
suggestions.
As the conference is in Melbourne I hope to get a very high Club turn out, especially of
members who have not attended a conference before.
As you can see there is a lot to be done, but it will have to keep until later in the year when I’m
back with you all.

www.2012melbourne.com.au

JULY 2011 – EVENTS CALENDAR
Mon

4 No Club Meeting
‐ in lieu of Changeover
Lunch

11 RCR Amora Hotel
Steve Aqilina
Figuring Out FaceBook

18 RCR Amora Hotel
Club Review & Planning

25 RCR Amora Hotel
Emanuel Tumino
Youth Exchange Program

Tue

5

12

19

26

Wed

6

13

20

27

Thu

7

14

21 Board Meeting

28

Fri

1

8

15

22

29

Sat

2

9

16

23

30

Sun

3 Changeover Lunch

10 RAWCS Seminar

17

24

31

Last Week’s Speakers Scribe - John Benger
FaceBook
Three young presenters not only knew their topic but explained it in an understandable way.
They explained that Face Book is part of new suit of systems known as Social Media. The
uniqueness of Social Media is the speed of adoption. In a couple of years Face Book has
attracted 750 million users and there are near 200 million tweets sent every day. In the past
it has taken decades to move from radio to TV to Internet or from letters to e-mail. Now it
happens in a year?
The commercial and social impact is incredible. As are the dangers. What is Social Media?
Twitter A message limited to 140 characters that is sent from mobile phone to mobile
phone. Many now find it necessary to “tweet” an hourly update saying what they are doing
e.g. “xx film is gr8 lol”. Meaning “film XX is great and lots of laughs”.
YouTube Is an area where videos can be loaded and be available for the public to view. A
funny video, or brilliant commercial, may be viewed by tens of millions of people within days.
Word of a good video will be spread by a tweet.
Blog An individual can add a comment to a web site e.g. a comment on a restaurant or
hotel. We were told 65% of the people believe blogs but only 15% advertising. People will
go the “blog” area of a restaurants web site before they read the advertising.
FaceBook Google “Facebook” and you can set up your own account. You can include as
much personal data as you like (birthday, hobbies, relatives, family, photos). You are now
“on FaceBook”. You can have a secure area so only people with password access can get
to that area. The set up allows you to nominate email addresses you want to advise you
have joined Face Book. It invites those people to “be your friend” and an individual that
becomes “your friend” can follow you on your Face Book page. Lady Gaga has millions of
“friends” who hourly hear of her latest event. President Obama keeps follows up to date on
his page. Instead of sending your holiday photos by e-mail you load them on your Face
Book page and your friends can follow you on your holiday trip.
We were told some USA universities now do not give students e-mail accounts. They have
to load their messages or assignments onto their Face Book site. The supervisor will be told
it is there and access the site.
Dangers In a moment of frivolity, or stupidity, a photo, a racist comment, a bulling remark, a
sexual suggestion or a humorous, but sarcastic, comment can flash around the world and
destroy lives and careers. It is there forever and a school boy /girl prank can jeopardise a
job application a decade later as a prospective employer view the indiscretion.
Richmond Rotary Club Our web site has a prominent “follow us on FaceBook” box. If you
are on FaceBook you can click this box and become a friend of RRC. Whilst the Tiger Cub
may have a brief comment and one or two photos, our FaceBook page could have all of the
photos Chew takes each meeting.
Video Google YouTube and in the search box enter Social Media Revolution. It is the three
minute video played at the meeting highlighting the growth of social media in our lives.

WƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚ'ĞŽīƵŵĂǇŶĞ
invites  you  to
the  Rotary  Club  of  Hawthorn’s

‘Quilts  From  All  Over’
Cocktail  Party
6:30  Ͳϴ͗ϯϬƉŵ
Thursday  11th  August  2011
Hawthorn  Town  Hall
360  Burwood  Road,  Hawthorn
Cost:  $25  per  person
RSVP:  4th  August  2011
Fellowship  convenor:  Ngaire  Cannon
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